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Stitchcraft
Embroidery Now is a stylish hand-embroidery guide for the modern maker. Author and textile
artist, Jennifer Riggs, known on Instagram as @Threadhoney, walks you through the
embroidery process. You'll learn about the materials included in the practice, nine different
stitch techniques with illustrated step-by-step instructions, and 30 individual projects designed
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for you to use in your home and wardrobe. Perfect for both new and experienced embroiderers
alike, projects include a boho stitched lampshade, embroidered accent pillow, constellation
tablecloth, minimalist canvas wall art, starry-stitched dresses, and much more. You will be
delighted by the unique, current designs, sophisticated color palettes and on-trend motifs.
Each project is broken down into step-by-step instructions and templates so you can recreate
them yourself, even if you have no prior embroidery experience. Packed with tips and tricks
and a lot of inspiration, Embroidery Now shows that anything can be embroidered and gives
you the confidence to continue to embellish your world through embroidery.

Floral Embroidery
Floral Embroidery reawakens the age-old practice of embroidery, giving to it a new and
modern twist. In this book, you will find 10 embroidery patterns that weave together stunning
colors, ancient stitches, and florals picked from your grandmother's garden. From simple
patterns, to more complex and intricate pieces, your creativity will grow and flourish. You will
learn to stitch dusty pink roses, leaves and stems that will trail to the edges of your embroidery
hoop, and the smallest details that will pull your hoop together and compose the most beautiful
bouquet. Once you have completed the patterns, you will be given the tools to create your own
original pieces and where to find the materials to do so.

Creative Threads
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Stitch your very own horticultural haven with What Delilah Did. Step into Miranda
Merriweather's magnificent secret garden, where lucky clovers grow in spades and the
towering tulips reach six feet tall. This whimsical collection of botanical-inspired needlework
projects will take you from budding novice to confident stitcher as you explore a variety of
simple counted embroidery techniques. Bursting with colour and filled with designs to suit a
range of abilities, you needn't be green-fingered to recreate a slice of this magical rural retreat
in your own home. Keep your eyes open for beautiful Lacewing Butterflies, Arbour Alphabet
Flags, a super-sweet Milk and Honey Bee and a naughty little Early Bird called Gerald who is
guaranteed to brighten up your summer. Projects are design-led, practical and colourful, and
many can be completed within a weekend. The style is light and folksy but still retains What
Delilah Did's signature pared-down and stylish aesthetic. Materials are high quality, with an
emphasis on texture and sophisticated colours. Florals play a large part, but are beautiful and
modern rather than flouncy, ranging from folky to botanical in style.

Embroidery
From Jessica Marquez, founder of the popular blog and shop Miniature Rhino, Stitched Gifts
offers irresistible embroidery projects for every occasion—weddings, holidays, baby showers,
anniversaries, or just because. Each project is rendered in Marquez's signature natural,
modern style and can be easily personalized for truly meaningful keepsakes. Featuring an
illustrated stitch dictionary, striking photographs, plus a section on creative finishing techniques
such as staining hoops, framing, and more, this distinctly beautiful craft book has something for
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embroiderers of all skill levels.

Urban Quilting
Author Libby Moore teaches basic embroidery stitches and how to choose materials, and
shares original patterns with easy-to-remove perforated pages. Thread Folk Includes- 15
embroidery projects Step-by step instructions & modern patterns 14 different stitches, from
straight stitch to lazy daisy Techniques to stitch on clothes, shoes, tote bags, and pillows
Thread Folk also features Artist Collaborations, a series of projects based on the curated
artwork of several distinctive, talented artists, including clothing designer Audrey Smit, and
illustrators Alli Koch and Lauren Merrick. Materials Used- Thread (Embroidery Floss or Metallic
Thread) Fabric (Quilting Cotton or Calico) Embroidery Hoop Embroidery Needle Embroidery
Scissors Needle Minder

Embroider Your Life
I Love My Dog Embroidery is a collection of 380 adorable dog-themed stitch motifs for pooch
parents and their beloved fur babies, with project ideas, how-tos, and templates. Created by
embroidery artist MakikoArt and six other amazing embroidery artists, this “dog fanciful”
collection of stitch motifs celebrates all things canine. With this lovely embroidery guide, you
can create all manner of pups, including: The sweet Labrador retriever, fluffy poodle, noble
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German shepherd, and many others Dogs doing what they do best—classic poses, postures,
and tricks—like “roll over,” “give me your paw,” and the ever-popular “rub my tummy” Pooches
disguised as people—the farmer, the artist, the businessman—and who can resist the sneaky but
lovable mailman? Mutts in different styles and shapes, including borders, frames, and
alphabets You’ll also find guidance on how to customize a motif to fit your favorite Fido, plus a
gallery of project ideas for showcasing your stitches. So grab a needle and floss and take
everything in your home and wardrobe from drab to double-dog fabulous! With designs
contributed by: Chloe Redfern Embroidery / Chloe Redfern How Could You? Clothing / Mia
Alexi Insanitynice / Valentina Castillo Mora Miho Starling / mipomipo handmade Solipandi /
Anja Lehmann Stitch People / Elizabeth Dabczynski

Hoop Art
Take a walk through the stunning stitched world of renowned embroiderer Chloe Giordano,
and discover not only her unique way of working with sewing thread but also a sublime
collection of her exquisite textile art, inspired by her love of the natural world. Taking one
project from conception through to completion, see how Chloe plans her designs, chooses
colours, selects threads, blends colours and finally stitches her designs in order to create her
beautifully detailed embroideries. Packed with Chloe's guidance on every aspect of the
process, including hooping and framing, this book will inspire you to create stunning thread
paintings of your own. In the second part of the book, wend your way through a beautiful
gallery of Chloe's work showcasing her popular, intricate embroideries that celebrate wildlife
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both big and small - from foxes, fawns through to hares, rabbits, mice and more. All are
accompanied by the back story and inspiration behind the piece, offering a fascinating and
exclusive look into Chloe's creative process.

The Emperor's New Clothes
Embellish your world with 150 motifs designed by 20 of today's most popular embroidery artists
of Instagram and Etsy! Perfect for beginners, Embroider Your Life is a beautiful, inspirational,
step-by-step visual guide for all things embroidery. You'll learn the simplest embroidery stitches
and techniques, and see the creative ways embellishments can be used to personalize your
head-to-toe wearables, accessories, and home goods! Here's what you'll find in Embroider
Your Life: · 150 stylish and modern motifs for people, numbers and words, animals and plants,
geometric patterns, frames and wreaths, and much more · 4 detailed, step-by-step projects for
stitching on paper, shadow work, sashiko, and stitching a house from a photo · Beautiful color
photography and detailed illustrations to inspire your creativity and spark your imagination ·
Guidance on choosing tools and materials including hoops, thread types, and fabrics ·
Instructions for transferring motifs to materials, performing basic stitches, mounting fabric on a
stretcher, fabric appliqué, and more

Sweet Stitches
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Master embroidery stitches with this collection of 20 eye-catching motifs, patterns and projects,
ideal for novices through to experienced embroiderers. Easy-to-follow instructions accompany
each colourful design, and you'll find customization tips and guidance to help you make every
piece your own. Discover imaginative ideas for embellishing items to wear, display and gift,
ranging from simple motifs for a cotton bag or T-shirt, through to intricate landscapes for
beautiful wall art.

Edgy Embroidery
Embroidered Life
With Art Makers: Empowered Embroidery, learn to sketch and stitch strong, recognizable
women from all walks of life. Featuring sketching and illustration instructions, basic stitches,
embroidery techniques, and projects with portraits of famous women, this book is a must-have
tool for hands-on artists and crafters. The Art Makers series is designed for beginning artists
and arts-and-crafts enthusiasts who are interested in experiencing a fun hands-on medium. If
you're a beginning embroiderer, start with the basic stitches and embroidery instructions at the
beginning of the book. Essential tools, warm-up exercises, tips for embroidering facial features
and hair, and general information on embroidery will give you the know-how you need to get
started. Then dive into sketching your favorite female cultural and historical icons, including:
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Michelle Obama Ruth Bader Ginsburg Frida Kahlo Eleanor Roosevelt Malala Yousafzai Maya
Angelou Georgia O'Keeffe and many more! Once you've sketched your figures, follow along
with the step-by-step embroidery projects as you learn to stitch the women featured in the
book--and anyone else you admire! All of the projects are beautifully paired with large photos
so that you can easily mimic the techniques at home while relaxing with your embroidery. The
author is a professional illustrator, designer, and embroiderer uniquely suited to give instruction
on this fun, trending embroidery technique. With her expert tips, you're sure to enjoy learning a
new hobby, or advancing your skills if you're already familiar with embroidery. Art Makers:
Empowered Embroidery makes it easy to sketch, stitch, and create your favorite female icons,
from empowering women of today to icons of the past.

The Embroidery of Mexico and Guatemala
Learn to embroider project by project with Royal School of Needlework trained, professional
embroiderer Jo Dixey. Sure - colouring books are enjoyable and great for stress relief, but what
if you want more? More creativity, more mindfulness and more fun? There are myriad crafts
that can give you all of these and embroidery, or stitching, is one of them. Tap into your
creative side and make one-off pieces of art, embellish clothing with images and symbols
unique to you, or make beautiful gifts for your friends. Professional embroiderer Jo Dixey has
designed this book to inspire and challenge both those new to embroidery and those with
some knowledge of stitch who want to take their ideas further. Each project introduces new
embroidery stitches and techniques. As you work through the ideas, you expand your skills
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and gain confidence in using stitches and ideas in your own work. The projects range from
small embroidered cards to more complex pictures to hang on your wall; simple appliqu� for a
scarf to an embroidered jacket - all based on the theme of people. Templates of the images to
stitch are provided for photocopying and there is a photo gallery of all the stitches covered in
the book, along with step-by-step photographs of key techniques, such as transferring patterns
onto fabric or using batting to create 3D effects.

Fashion Embroidery
Bold Designs That Don't Follow the Rules Embroidery isn’t just florals anymore, it’s a moth
with pinned wings, an old haunted house on a hill or a cow skull with a flower crown. You won’t
find “home sweet home” here, but you will find “Can U Not” or “Don’t Be A Prick.” Renee
Rominger, founder of Moonrise Whims, designs projects for a new generation. And whether
you just started and need a solid foundation, or you’re an expert looking to enhance your art,
Edgy Embroidery will teach you something new, fun and easy. Renee not only shows you how
to conquer basic techniques, but also how to create more complex stitches like her unique
Moonrise Roses. With pattern templates, detailed stitch tutorials and instructions on how to
complete each design, every one of these 25 projects will be wall-worthy. This is definitely not
your grandmother’s embroidery.

Thread Folk
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Colorful and contemporary embroidery for the modern stitcher. There’s something magical
about embroidery–some floss, some stitches, some time, and suddenly a plain piece of
material is transformed into a picture, a pattern, or a piece of geometric art. Embroidery today
is moving away from the traditional to the modern, with motifs including everything from cacti to
crystals, simple white stitching on colored cloth, decorative stitches on denim, and mandala
patterns as wall art. Laura Strutt has designed 35 modern makes taking you from the simplest
of stitches to more sophisticated techniques. Each make has full step-by-step instructions and
there are colored charts where needed for you to recreate the look exactly—but of course you
can always choose your own colors if you prefer. With tips on everything from finishing pieces
to color theory, and a techniques section covering all the stitches you will need to know, you
can hand-embroider any of these projects with confidence.

Embroidery Now
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A Book of the Year Selection for Inc. and Library Journal “This book
picks up where The Tipping Point left off." -- Adam Grant, Wharton professor and New York
Times bestselling author of ORIGINALS and GIVE AND TAKE Nothing “goes viral.” If you think
a popular movie, song, or app came out of nowhere to become a word-of-mouth success in
today’s crowded media environment, you’re missing the real story. Each blockbuster has a
secret history—of power, influence, dark broadcasters, and passionate cults that turn some new
products into cultural phenomena. Even the most brilliant ideas wither in obscurity if they fail to
connect with the right network, and the consumers that matter most aren't the early adopters,
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but rather their friends, followers, and imitators -- the audience of your audience. In his
groundbreaking investigation, Atlantic senior editor Derek Thompson uncovers the hidden
psychology of why we like what we like and reveals the economics of cultural markets that
invisibly shape our lives. Shattering the sentimental myths of hit-making that dominate pop
culture and business, Thompson shows quality is insufficient for success, nobody has "good
taste," and some of the most popular products in history were one bad break away from utter
failure. It may be a new world, but there are some enduring truths to what audiences and
consumers want. People love a familiar surprise: a product that is bold, yet sneakily
recognizable. Every business, every artist, every person looking to promote themselves and
their work wants to know what makes some works so successful while others disappear. Hit
Makers is a magical mystery tour through the last century of pop culture blockbusters and the
most valuable currency of the twenty-first century—people’s attention. From the dawn of
impressionist art to the future of Facebook, from small Etsy designers to the origin of Star
Wars, Derek Thompson leaves no pet rock unturned to tell the fascinating story of how culture
happens and why things become popular. In Hit Makers, Derek Thompson investigates: · The
secret link between ESPN's sticky programming and the The Weeknd's catchy choruses · Why
Facebook is today’s most important newspaper · How advertising critics predicted Donald
Trump · The 5th grader who accidentally launched "Rock Around the Clock," the biggest hit in
rock and roll history · How Barack Obama and his speechwriters think of themselves as
songwriters · How Disney conquered the world—but the future of hits belongs to savvy amateurs
and individuals · The French collector who accidentally created the Impressionist canon ·
Quantitative evidence that the biggest music hits aren’t always the best · Why almost all
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Hollywood blockbusters are sequels, reboots, and adaptations · Why one year--1991--is
responsible for the way pop music sounds today · Why another year --1932--created the
business model of film · How data scientists proved that “going viral” is a myth · How 19th
century immigration patterns explain the most heard song in the Western Hemisphere

The Modern Embroidery Workshop
Thread Folk: A Modern Makers Book of Embroidery Projects and Artist Collaborations is a
modern refresh of an age-old craft. Author Libby Moore teaches basic stitches and how to
choose materials, and shares original patterns with easy-to-remove perforated pages. Thread
Folk Includes: • 15 embroidery projects • Step-by step instructions & modern patterns • 14
different stitches, from straight stitch to lazy daisy • Techniques to stitch on clothes, shoes, tote
bags, and pillows Thread Folk also features Artist Collaborations, a series of projects based on
the curated artwork of several distinctive, talented artists, including clothing designer Audrey
Smit, and illustrators Alli Koch and Lauren Merrick. Materials Used: • Thread (Embroidery
Floss or Metallic Thread) • Fabric (Quilting Cotton or Calico) • Embroidery Hoop • Embroidery
Needle • Embroidery Scissors • Needle Minder

Hit Makers
Let the magic of Christmas inspire your stitching with these 20 cross stitch patterns, blending
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the traditional style of France with a charming contemporary simplicity. Many of the designs
include multiple scenes and motifs, offering you hundreds of components to use in a myriad of
ways. The elements of a cross-stitched Christmas are all here: wintry scenes, Father
Christmas, toys, sparkling decorations, and children enjoying the anticipation! Along with the
patterns, enjoy instructions for projects to show off your stitchwork, like a Christmas stocking, a
gorgeous Advent calendar, gift cards, and a holiday ABC sampler. Scattered throughout are
spirit-inspiring activities and holiday lore, like what the real Santa Claus Village in Finland is
like, how the department store window display tradition began, and a recipe for German
Christmas cookies.

Jane Austen Embroidery
Elizabeth Taylor, Carrie Fisher, Tracey Ullman, and Laura Dern all own her work. Now, in her
much-anticipated first book, embroidery pioneer Jenny Hart brings her sublime designs to
everyone. Expanding on the offerings of her Stitch-It Kit, Sublime Stitching offers all the
instructions, tips, and hip patterns needed to create hundreds of stylish projects. Perfect for
stitchers of all experience levels, this charmingly photographed book includes simple directions
and inspiring project ideas for stitching up jeans, handbags, neckties, baby bibs, and more.
Best of all are the entirely original, ready-to-use iron-on patterns bound in the back. Jenny has
included all sorts of delightful designsfrom cheeky margaritas and maracas to classic teapots
and cupcakes. These patterns are easy to remove after using, and a cinch to store in the
handy pockets on the inside covers. Believe it or not, each pattern can be used up to nine
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times. Now that's sublime.

Mind Your Business
Vibrant color and rich textures abound in Hoop Dreams, a stylish embroidery guide for the
modern maker. Author Cristin Morgan of Marigold + Mars outlines the basics of 10 classic
embroidery stitches and then teaches you how to use them to create 20 beautiful and practical
projects for hoops, for the home, and to wear. New and experienced embroiderers alike will be
delighted by the fresh motifs and bold color palettes and empowered by the easy step-by-step
instructions and templates, which show that with just a few simple stitches, some basic
materials, and an idea or two, you can stitch just about anything. A glossary of more than 50
additional patterns and motifs will inspire you to personalize your projects and use your
newfound embroidery skills in fresh and imaginative ways. As an added bonus, the book
includes an envelope with 10 carbon transfer papers for quickly transferring patterns to fabric.

Secret Garden Embroidery
Beautiful antique embroidery patterns, re-purposed into 15 modern sewing projects, are
complemented by lively historical features, quotes from Jane Austen's letters and novels,
enchanting illustrations, clear instructions, and inspirational project photography.
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Embroidered Art of Chloe Giordano
This practical step-by-step guide to haute couture embroidery covers everything from machine
and hand stitching, to tambour beading, goldwork and monogramming. Whether you are
interested in adding monogrammed initials to your favourite bathrobe, stitching a flower on
your favourite jacket, adding sparkling beads to a new dress or creating a goldwork
embellishment, Fashion Embroidery teaches you how to add a unique touch to your clothes. In
this beautifully illustrated book, Jessica Pile, the Production Director at Hand & Lock
embroidery, explores the intricate techniques used in fashion embroidery. With hand-drawn
designs, catwalk photographs and step-by-step guides, this book is perfect for beginners
looking to personalise their own clothes, as well as more experienced embroiderers who want
to apply new techniques to different fabrics. Beginning with an inspirational overview of the
fashion industry, Jessica looks at examples of embroideries and embellishments by a variety of
couturiers, including Christian Dior, Louis Vuitton, Hardy Amies and Burberry. The book then
demonstrates the basics of three main techniques – goldwork, tambour beading and
embroidery stitches including silk shading, satin and stem stitch. In do-it-yourself projects,
Jessica first helpfully explains the basics of materials; she teaches you how to pick the right
fabric, what tools to use, where to source materials, what types of wire or beads to use and
terminology. Taking influences from existing couture designs, she then shows you how to
execute these learned techniques onto your own clothes. This book is perfect for fashion
students, textile artists, and those who want a more unique look to their clothes.
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Plant Lady Embroidery
100+ embroidery designs from popular designer Aneela Hoey are now available as iron-on
transfers, to make applying and using her designs a breeze. Transfer and embroider stylish
designs from her newest book, Stitch & Sew, as well as dozens of original new designs. From
small to large, florals to geometrics, this book has it all!

Thread Folk
How to Embroider Almost Everything is an inspiring, fun, and sophisticated collection of 500+
stitch motifs from embroidery designer Wendi Gratz that offers a fresh new take on
embroidery. Get a detailed checklist of everything you’ll need to embark on your stitch journey:
threads, needles, fabric, and more. Find step-by-step tutorials for essential stitches and other
techniques for creating the motifs, plus answers to common questions and invaluable tips and
tricks. Explore an amazing 500+ modern motifs for almost everything, including people and
pets, trees and flowers, everyday objects, food, home, and more. Either re-create the motifs
exactly as shown using the accompanying templates and stitch guides, or give them your own
creative spin by changing details and colors to suit your own style. How to Embroider Almost
Everything helps you take your first steps to embroidering to your heart’s content and creating
beautiful drawings with needle and thread! Each book in the Almost Everything series offers
readers a fun, comprehensive, and charmingly illustrated visual directory of ideas to inspire
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skill building in their creative endeavors.

The Embroidery Stitch Bible
How to Embroider Almost Everything
Embroidery is the ultimate stitch dictionary and the ideal guide to embroidery, whatever your
level of expertise. The perfect reference guide to needlework, Embroidery is a comprehensive
guide to inspire and inform sewers of all levels. Find advice on which thread, needles, or
fabrics work with which techniques, and take a look at an incredible 200 stitches - with levels of
difficulty, step-by-step instructions, and ideas on where and how to use them. This practical
guide covers sewing tips for dressmaking, needlepoint, and embroidery stitches, with detailed
information simply presented in illustration-rich pages. With Embroidery, it's easy to find exactly
which stitch is right for your next sewing project. Whether you're already an expert, just starting
out, or are looking for a new hobby at home, Embroidery is an informative resource for all
crafters.

The Modern Embroidery Studio
Mind Your Business is a guide and workbook for entrepreneurs who want to turn their creative
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passions into money-makers. Author Ilana Griffo shares the approachable formula that helped
turn her side-hustle into a six-figure design studio. From first steps to long-term planning, Mind
Your Business includes: Inspiration & advice from successful entrepreneurs A branding
template for professional polish Worksheets to identify your ideal customers An editorial
calendar to plan creative content Legal overview & sample contract to protect your ass(ets)
Tips to build a successful & engaging online presence SEO tips to get your business noticed
Budget & tax tools to keep your business in the black You're in the driver's seat. Mind Your
Business is for creative spirits, list lovers, go-getters, and driven entrepreneurs. It's the training
wheels for your business--a sidekick, a reference, a guidebook, and the fuel for your creative
journey.

Stitched Gifts
This is not your grandma's embroidery book. Featuring a die-cut case with actual stitching on
the front cover, Embroidered Life shows that illustrations created with needle and thread can
be strikingly contemporary. From beautiful botanicals to bold affirmations, the work of selftaught fiber artist Sarah K. Benning gives any embroidery enthusiast, art lover, or plant fanatic
a new appreciation for the craft of needlework. In this eye-catching art book, popular blogger
Sara Barnes guides readers through Benning's innovative embroidery process and successful
business model, offering behind-the-scenes insights to inspire makers and creative
entrepreneurs.
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The Magic of Christmas to Cross Stitch
Learn the secrets to designing showstopping monochromatic arrangements in this spectacular
guide from floral artist Kiana Underwood. Underwood shares her techniques for creating
dazzling single-color displays using inspired ingredients, dramatic textures, and vibrant colors.
Organized by season, the book includes how-tos for 40 arrangements— including a lush green
display for spring, an astonishing black bouquet for summer, a striking magenta design for fall,
and an unexpected, oh-so-pretty pink arrangement for winter. Featuring hundreds of eyecatching images and easy-to-follow tips throughout—such as suggestions for substituting
flowers and options for both the beginner and advanced designer—this book is as useful as it is
gorgeous. The ultimate resource, Color Me Floral has an extraordinary arrangement to
enhance every occasion.

Art Makers: Empowered Embroidery
Color Me Floral
In the early twentieth century, Marguerite Zorach and Georgiana Brown Harbeson were at the
forefront of the modern embroidery movement in the United States. In the first scholarly
examination of their work and influence, Cynthia Fowler explores the arguments presented by
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these pioneering women and their collaborators for embroidery to be considered as art. Using
key exhibitions and contemporary criticism, The Modern Embroidery Movement focuses
extensively on the individual work of Zorach and Brown Harbeson, casting a new light on their
careers. Documenting a previously marginalised movement, Fowler brings together the history
of craft, art and women's rights and firmly establishes embroidery as a significant aspect of
modern art.

Hoop Dreams
Two rascally weavers convince the emperor that they are making him beautiful new clothes,
visible only to those fit for their posts, but during a royal procession in which he first wears
them, a child whispers that the emperor has nothing on.

Bullshit Jobs
From bestselling writer David Graeber—“a master of opening up thought and stimulating
debate” (Slate)—a powerful argument against the rise of meaningless, unfulfilling jobs…and their
consequences. Does your job make a meaningful contribution to the world? In the spring of
2013, David Graeber asked this question in a playful, provocative essay titled “On the
Phenomenon of Bullshit Jobs.” It went viral. After one million online views in seventeen
different languages, people all over the world are still debating the answer. There are hordes of
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people—HR consultants, communication coordinators, telemarketing researchers, corporate
lawyers—whose jobs are useless, and, tragically, they know it. These people are caught in
bullshit jobs. Graeber explores one of society’s most vexing and deeply felt concerns, indicting
among other villains a particular strain of finance capitalism that betrays ideals shared by
thinkers ranging from Keynes to Lincoln. “Clever and charismatic” (The New Yorker), Bullshit
Jobs gives individuals, corporations, and societies permission to undergo a shift in values,
placing creative and caring work at the center of our culture. This book is for everyone who
wants to turn their vocation back into an avocation and “a thought-provoking examination of
our working lives” (Financial Times).

Sublime Stitching
Step inside a world of arcane imagery and rich esoteric symbolism in Stitchcraft: An
Embroidery Book of Simple Stitches and Peculiar Patterns. Author Gayla Partridge draws upon
her knowledge of phrenology, anatomy, floral design, and Ouija to create deeply imaginative
embroidery art. Through extraordinary, stylized photography and detailed close-ups of her
designs, readers learn about Partridge's sources of inspiration, technique, and modern twists
on an age-old craft. From the anatomy of snakes to bountiful bouquets, from Dia de Los
Muertos to a threaded Virgin Mary, readers will be inspired to follow Partridge's exclusive
designs, and to create their own. The intricate pieces in Stitchcraft are entirely achievable with
basic embroidery stitches and easy-to-follow instructions, enchanting embroidery beginners
and experts alike. --from Amazon.
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The Modern Embroidery Movement
Explore Amigurumi, the Japanese art of crochet design, with 30 unique and darling patterns.
Whether a novice or an experienced crocheter, anyone can pick up a needle and complete
these cuddly creations. Author and amigurumi guru Lauren Espy inspires crocheters with her
easy-to-follow patterns, pictures, and helpful instructions. Lauren always takes the patterns
one step at a time to ensure that your finished product is as cute as the creation on the page!
In Whimsical Stitches: A Modern Makers Book of Amigurumi Crochet Patterns, amigurumi is
explored through thirty simple, fanciful patterns in a variety of themes, including: • In the
Garden • At the Aquarium • Down on the Farm • At the Bakery Brighten a room with flowers
that won’t wilt, bring cheer to your table with colorful fruits that won’t attract flies, and add
cuddly friends to a baby’s collection of favorite toys.

I Love My Dog Embroidery
"30 contemporary projects for folk art inspired designs + learn 50 embroidery stitches"--Cover.

Woodland Stitches
Traditional embroidery techniques get a fresh, modern look from popular stitcher Holton. Stepby-step tutorials assist beginners while the unique projects engage experienced embroiderers.
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Features 50+ motifs, patterns, and projects.

Modern Folk Embroidery
A comprehensive quilt book for beginning quilters who want to create chic, modern quilts on
the weekends or in their spare time. Urban Quilting includes 10 original quilt patterns featuring
bold colors and geometric shapes inspired by the buzz and excitement of the big city. Author
Wendy Chow, @the.weekendquilter on Instagram, is on a mission to make modern quilting
easy and fun for the next generation of crafters. Urban Quilting includes easy-to-follow, step-bystep instructions to create unique quilts that will look beautiful in a modern apartment or home.
This book is a perfect gift for the beginning crafter looking to learn how to quilt! Urban Quilting
includes: * 10 quilt patterns for beginners * Instructions for different sizes, including queen,
baby, and throw * Tips for everything you need to know to get started quilting * Insightful
information on the history behind the quilt patterns and how they've been updated for today

Boho Embroidery: The Pattern Collection
Brimming with over 300 botanical motifs, this wonderful resource will provide inspiration and
instructions for embroidery artists and flower ladies everywhere. This collection features
designs including flowers, ferns, succulents, leaves, bees and garden scenes. The books
includes basic embroidery instruction for stitches and transferring designs onto fabric. Original
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designs and clear instructions make this book a must have for any embroidery enthusiast's
library.

Modern Embroidery
A new and up-to-date edition of the immensely successful stitch bible, by bestselling
needlework designer and author Betty Barnden.Trends in embroidery styles come and go, but
the basic stitches and techniques remain the same. In this essential directory, hand sewers will
have a collection of over 200 stitches at their fingertips - from basic chain worked into fabric
through to Florentine work on a canvas. Each one is explained with written step-by-step
instructions and how-to techniques to get you started, and are accompanied by clear artwork
and a photo of the finished stitch.

Whimsical Stitches
"Embroidery Reinvented! Hoop art for modern makers. Nichole Vogelsinger unites traditional
embroidery with her signature Boho style in this follow-up to her best-selling Boho Embroidery.
Packed with saturated colors, blingy fabrics and embellishments, and inspirational patterns,
her creations will inspire you to experiment with new stitch combinations, add unique
embellishments and create layers of textures using any of her 30 easy-to-follow patterns.
Featuring 5 essential embroidery stitches along with 15 new ones, Nichole walks you through a
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variety of pattern transfer techniques and stitched samplers to get you started. Then, grab a
hoop, gather all of your favorite fabrics, threads, beads and sequins and embrace the freespiritedness of going Boho!" --
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